Structural and energetic analysis of metal ions essential to SRP signal recognition domain assembly.
The signal recognition particle (SRP) targets proteins to the endoplasmic reticulum in eukaryotes or to the inner membrane in prokaryotes by binding to hydrophobic signal sequences. Signal peptide recognition occurs within the highly conserved RNA-protein core of the SRP, underscoring the importance of this complex in SRP function. Structural analysis of the RNA and protein components of the prokaryotic SRP in the free and bound states revealed that the RNA undergoes a significant conformational change upon protein binding involving the uptake of several monovalent and divalent cations. To investigate the role of these metal ions in formation of the functional SRP complex, we used binding affinity assays and X-ray crystallography to analyze the specificity and energetic contributions of mono- and divalent metal ions bound in the RNA. Our results demonstrate that several metal ion binding sites important for RNA conformation can accommodate chemically distinct ions, often without affecting the structure of the complex. Thus, while these metal ions are highly ordered and essential for the formation and stability of the SRP complex, they behave like nonspecific metal ions.